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    Trip Facts 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

Unique Sherpa Trek & Expedition offers the Nepal wildlife safari tour in Chitwan national park 

tour. Chitwan National Park is situated at the Inner Terai plains of south-central Nepal in the 

districts of Nawalparasi, Parsa, Chitwan, and Makwanpur. This huge conservation area holds an 

area of 932 sq km and holds some of the most endangered plants and animals like one horn rhino, 

crocodile, and different wild animals. This fascinating green land of Nepal is famous for attracting 

tourists throughout the world for its best-known wildlife safari. Chitwan national park tour offers 

an Elephant safari, Birdwatching, culture, and museum of Tharu village, a dancing tour, an Elephant 

breeding center, a jungle nature walk, and a jeep safari tour. An entire wilderness of dense forest 

and vivid wildlife to explore and sightseeing. Apart from the natural scenery, this region of Nepal 

Trekking Days 6 Days  

Group Size 2 to 30 People 

Transportation Flight & Private Transport  

Accommodation Best Available  

Best Season Spring & Autumn 

Meals Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner 

Tour Type Tour 



 

 

is also famous for its different ethnic cultures and hospitality. Chitwan National Park Tour starts     

with a scenic drive/flight from Kathmandu or Pokhara valley all the way to  

Chitwan. Upon your arrival at Chitwan, our representative pick up you and take you to the hotel. 

After taking a rest our guide briefing about the tour. This conservation area offers a beautiful scenic 

view of sunrise and sunset from the bank of Narayani, Birdwatching, and other jungle activities, 

and exotic fun. Commence a jungle safari tour to Chitwan national park and enjoy the encounter 

with vivid wildlife and culture. 

 

Details Day Itinerary  

 

Day 1  

Arrival in Kathmandu 

Arrive at Tribhuvan International Airport in Kathmandu Transfer to your hotel and check-in Rest 

and relax for the day In the evening, explore the vibrant streets of Thamel and enjoy the local cuisine 

Overnight in Kathmandu 

 

 

Day 2 

Kathmandu Sightseeing 

After breakfast, start your sightseeing tour of Kathmandu.  Visit the famous UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites such as Swayambhunath Stupa, Boudhanath Stupa, and Pashupatinath Temple.  In 

the afternoon, visit the Kathmandu Durbar Square and learn about the history and culture of the 

city.  Overnight in Kathmandu 
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Day 3 

Drive from Kathmandu to Chitwan 

After breakfast, start your drive from Kathmandu to Chitwan, which takes around 5-6 hours.  On 

the way, enjoy the scenic beauty of the countryside and stop at a few viewpoints for pictures.  After 

arriving in Chitwan, check-in to your hotel or resort.  In the evening, explore the local markets and 

enjoy the sunset view by the riverside.  Overnight in Chitwan 

 

 

Day 4 

Chitwan National Park Safari 

After breakfast, start your jungle safari in Chitwan National Park, which is home to various wildlife 

including tigers, rhinos, elephants, and more.  You can choose to take a jeep safari, elephant safari 

or a canoe ride depending on your preference.  In the afternoon, visit the elephant breeding center 

and learn about the conservation efforts in the area. Overnight in Chitwan 

 

 

Day 5 

Jungle Walk and Local Tharu Cultural Program 

After breakfast, go for a jungle walk with your guide. This is a great opportunity to spot some of 

the park's wildlife, and to learn about the flora and fauna of the area. In the afternoon, enjoy a 

cultural program performed by the local Tharu community. This includes traditional dances, songs 

and a display of their unique lifestyle. Overnight in Chitwan 
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Day 6 

Departure from Chitwan to Kathmandu 

After breakfast, check-out from your hotel or resort Transfer to Kathmandu In the evening, enjoy a 

farewell dinner with a cultural show. Overnight in Kathmandu 

 

 

 

Day 7 

Departure from Kathmandu 

After breakfast, check-out from your hotel Transfer to the airport for your onward journey End of 

tour. 
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Gallery  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Trip Cost Includes 

❖ Pick up from the international airport. 

❖ B&B twin sharing basis at Hotel. 

❖ All jungle activity. 

❖ Elephant safari /jeep drive (optional). 

❖ Jungle safari and adventure guide with English speaking. 

❖ All government tax /vat and office service charges. 

 

 Trip Cost Excludes 

❖ Personal expenses. 

❖ Alcoholic and beverage bills, cold drinks, laundry, and phone calls. 

❖ Emergency Evacuation (Helicopter Rescue). 

❖ Extra night accommodation if required. 

❖ Tipping. 

❖ Any other cost didn’t mention on included. 

 

Terms & Conditions 

 
Unique Sherpa Trek And Expedition :Company is a trustworthy and registered Company under 

the laws of Nepal Tourism Industry and accepts your bookings under the following terms and 

conditions. 

Booking Terms: Booking your trip with Unique Sherpa Trek And Expedition accept with terms 

and conditions of sale. Every trekker is required to complete the form of registrations. At the time 



 

 

of registration, Trekker’s are expected to pay a deposit 30% of total cost to complete your booking. 

Please note the trip cost is required to make in advance as per the company policy, this deposit help 

us to make confirm reservation of Hotels in City, domestic flights and all other trip arrangements 

for final trip booking. Along with deposit we need detailed name lists of participants, same as 

passport, Gender, Nationality, Date of birth, passport number, passport issue/ Expiry dates & 

profession. You need to send us passport copy, photo identity and e-ticket by e-mail for all trips in 

Nepal. 

Cancellation Policy: If any reason you have to cancel your trip, we Unique Sherpa Trek and 

expedition require written confirmation of your decision. The amount you have paid to us will be 

refunded according to the following terms: 

• Cancellation more than 35 days before your departure date: $60 will charged. 

• Cancellation more than 35 to 19 days before your departure date: your deposit, 25% will 

charged. 

• Cancellation more than 18 to 10 days before your departure date: 50% will charged. 

• Cancellation more than9 to 05 days before your departure date: 75% will charged. 

• Cancellation less than 4 days before your departure date: 100% of the total will charged. 

I reserve the right to revise pricing rates declared under any circumstances, or on the pressure of 

various external factors that are further than our control, for instance changes in exchange rate, 

government action etc. But, I declared forth effort to keep on the present rate. In case of minor 

increase in flights fares, hotels or other related factors, we don’t revise the cost of the trip which 

was already confirmed & booked by deposit. 

Physical Condition Requirement: Unique Sherpa Trek & Expedition can offer advice and 

recommendations about health requirements but it is the individual responsibility of each trekker to 

acquire any necessary documents and medical care. The information on the technical sheet provided 

is indicative, it is your responsibility to check with the authorities concerned for the exact 

requirements for your chosen destination at the time of travel. If you do not obtain any necessary 



 

 

medical consultations or travel documents and are not allowed to enter a country, or suffer personal 

injury or death as a result, we have no liability to you for any cost, loss or damage which you suffer 

nor will we refund you the cost of any unused portion of your travel arrangements. It is your 

responsibility to comply with the regulations and procedures of police, customs and health at all 

times throughout your trip. 

Risk & Responsibility: Your safety and enjoyment is my prime concern. I therefore carry out my 

responsibility honestly & sincerely to ensure your holiday trouble – free as well as you have desired. 

Nevertheless, unless stated otherwise, trip may be change under uncertain and inherent 

circumstances such as land-slides, road blockage, flood, snow political unrest, cancellation of flight, 

delay arrival, sickness or accidents etc. Any extra cost incurring there is your personal responsibility 

and should be borne on the spot. 

Travel Insurance: You must purchase comprehensive travel insurance package against medical, 

natural calamity, helicopter evacuation, personal accident, trip cancellation etc  with worth of USD 

100,000.00 minimum. However travel insurance is not mandatory for those travelers (s) who is 

intend cultural/city tours or short hike bellow 2500 meters of altitude.. This is strongly suggested 

to all our esteemed clients, which will greatly help you when there is a need for high altitude 

sickness or any other. If you have no idea  we will help you to find this good one contact us. 

Domestic flight Cancellation, delays and changes in the itinerary: The weather conditions 

especially in Nepal cannot predict perfectly, therefore, develop an alternative mentality in case of 

flight cancels and delays. Generally, all trekking route in Nepal are lies on remote areas so, we, 

Unique Sherpa Treks and Expedition advised you to make an extra reservation day to prepare with 

some delays and avoid frustrating consequences. In case of cancellation before trip or after trip the 

accommodation and food cost need to bear by yourself. 

In case of incomplete treks or tour: No refund will be made to clients who drop out from the 

journey regardless of whatever portions remain unused in the itinerary. First of all, we never broke 

the trekking team in between until our last destination as per our itinerary given to you. If any 



 

 

Clients wants to make single trip or wants to depart with team or wants to make the trek by making 

own itinerary, on those condition we, Unique Sherpa Treks and Expedition do not accept the 

condition. In such case, the Clients him/her self-need to bear all the expenses during trek made by 

yourself and need to make your own risk. 

Payment System Advance booking: You can directly transfer or deposit your amount to our 

company’s official bank account number. We will be not responsible if you send your money in 

any private name like (people account) We will only response when you send your advance payment 

we will clear you with bank statement. 

This is the bank detail: 

Bank name: Nepal investment MEGA Bank Limited. 

Account no: 13201050044295 

SWIFT CODE: NIBLNPKT 

Branch: Thamel: Kathmandu Nepal 

Account name: Unique Sherpa Trek & Expedition Pvt. Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Book Your Trip Todays ! 

Contact Details  

Contact Person Name: {Lakpa Sherpa } “Founder” 

Country: Nepal 

Phone No: +977-9862854770 

Phone No: +977-9818569330 

Email Address: mailto:info@uniquesherpatrek.com  

Email Address: mailto:slakpa994@gmail.com  

Websites: https://www.uniquesherpatrek.com  

 

Contact Person Name: {Old rich Turner} “Founder” 

Country: Europe 

Phone No: +420720759248 

Email Address: oldrich.turner@vasebudoucnost.cz  

Email Address: mailto:info@uniquesherpatrek.com 

Websites: https://www.uniquesherpatrek.com  

 

 

                                 Chitwan Tour     

Click On Book Now Button To Book This Trip 

 

 

 
Unique Sherpa Trek & Expedition (p) Ltd. 

Thank You For Your Time  

 

Book Now 
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